
With this work, we try to generalize zero-shot models [1] across different hardware
platforms. The proposal contributes to the overall goal of making learned DBMS components useable
out-of-the-box in unseen circumstances. The research question that we propose is:
How can we extend the Zero-shot [1] model architecture to train a cost prediction model that can perform
accurately on unseen hardware platforms with little finetuning?

In modern DBMS, query cost estimation can predict the runtime for a given query plan. The
estimations’ accuracy plays a crucial role in query optimization and scheduling. While hand-tuned system
components suffer from low accuracy and low maintainability, machine learning approaches to cost
prediction have gained traction [1,2].
Cost models typically learn from runtimes of executed query plans. These training datasets are costly to
compute as they require the DBMS to run thousands of queries. Hence, a significant challenge with
learned cost models is generalization across multiple generalization dimensions such as database,
hardware, DBMS configuration, DBMS version, or DBMS. A general model that we trained on one database
could then be instantiated on an unseen database, running on a different hardware platform, without
costly training data collection. Zero-shot models [1] represent one step towards this goal. However,
their applicability is still limited, as they only generalize across workloads and databases.
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This research proposal is based on the lecture
“Learned DBMS Components” by Carsten Binnig. It
extends the presented method of zero-shot
learning to few-shot learning across a new
generalization dimension.
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We propose to extend the zero-shot
architecture [1] in two ways:
1. We can add selected hardware features (1)

as input to the model. Open questions are: To
which features will the model pay attention?
Across which different platforms can the cost
model generalize (e.g., is it viable to generalize
across features like CPU architecture)?

2. We fine-tune the model with a small training
data set on the new HW platform (few-shot
learning) to improve its accuracy. Open
questions: How many different hardware
platforms are required to train the model? How
many training examples are required on the
target platform to perform accurate predictions?
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- # pages
- ...

- # bytes per value
- ...

- operation: scan
- tuple width
- # parallel workers
- est. output cardinality
- ... HW Features

- kind = AVG(...)
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The HW features can 
be added to the 
operator nodes in 
the query graph. 
Another option to 
explore is to only 
add them as input to 
step 7.

Query cost models are crucial for query optimization in modern DBMS. We propose a learned cost model
that extends zero-shot models by generalizing across different hardware that the DBMS runs on. This
approach reduces retraining costs in new environments and increases the applicability of learned models.
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